Hydrogel films and coatings by swelling-induced gelation
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ydrogel films are used in a number of biomedical applications like wound healing (1), drug delivery (1), antiadhesive
membranes (2), soft-tissue reconstruction (3, 4), and cell culture
(5). The quality of their interactions with biological tissues or
entrapped cells is central to the performance of these systems.
Although considerable advances have been made in synthesis (6)
and processing (7) to tailor these interactions, the toxicity of
by-products and the degradation caused by harsh processing
conditions remain key issues (8), which can be overcome (9)
but are often addressed at the cost of difficult synthesis or
multistep processes. There is a great interest for simple, versatile, and in vivo-friendly methods to fabricate and modify
hydrogels. We propose a strategy to design hydrogel films in
mild conditions. This method could be used to produce freestanding hydrogel membranes or hydrogel coatings to functionalize other hydrogels.
Our approach relies on the understanding of transport phenomena occurring near the surface of a polymer network swelling in a polymer solution. As an illustration, let us consider a flat
polymer network with thickness H0 immersed in a solution containing a volume fraction Φ0 of free polymer chains, as depicted in
Fig. 1A. When the solvent of the solution is also a solvent for the
network, the network swells in a diffusive process. For early immersion times t, the increase in thickness ΔH is given by the following (10, 11):
ΔH = ðH∞ − H0 Þ

ðD0 tÞ1=2
,
H0

[1]

dynamics of the network and of the solution. The systems of
interest are those where the chains in solution do not penetrate
the network during swelling, for example, for chains that are
much larger than the network mesh size. In this case, free chains
are pushed away by the swelling network, which creates an opposite
flux of solvent into the network. As a result, a volume V ∼ Φ0 ΔH of
free chains accumulates near the network surface and is redistributed by thermal diffusion within a layer of thickness d ∼ ðDs tÞ1=2,
where Ds is the diffusivity coefficient of free polymer chains in
the solution. The excess in polymer concentration averaged over
this layer thus scales as V =d ∼ Φ0 ððH∞ − H0 Þ=H0 ÞðD0 =Ds Þ1=2. For
polymer gels, the ratio ðH∞ − H0 Þ=H0 is typically between 1 and
10. Therefore, with a proper selection of the diffusivity ratio
D0 =Ds, the concentration of a polymer solution might be amplified manyfold near the surface of a swelling polymer network. In
particular, this regime might be achieved with solutions of associative polymers, in which diffusivity decays strongly with concentration. For instance, strong concentration gradients were
reported at the surface of polyelectrolyte gels swelling in a solution of (hydroxypropyl)cellulose (12). Here, we propose to exploit this solvent depletion induced by swelling to produce
hydrogel films and coatings in a soft and autonomous manner.
The generic idea of our approach is depicted in Fig. 1B. It uses
the property of some aqueous polymer solutions to form physical
gels at high concentration. First, a substrate composed of a dry
hydrophilic network is immersed into such a solution (i). As
described above, substrate swelling causes the polymer concentration to increase in a layer near the substrate surface (ii). At a
given level of swelling, this layer becomes so concentrated that
free polymer chains associate and form physical cross-links (iii).
Significance
This work reports a processing route to fabricate hydrogel
films through their rapid and spontaneous growth in aqueous
solutions. This approach exploits the strong solvent depletion
created at the surface of a polymer substrate swelling in a
polymer solution. By immersing substrates that swell in associative polymer solutions, we showed that this local suction
effect induces the gelation and growth of hydrogel films. Experiments and a simple model captured how the kinetics of this
process can be deliberately controlled by handy processing
parameters. Other solutes can be easily incorporated in the soformed hydrogel films to provide other functionalities. We
demonstrated this potential by coating complex shapes with
bioceramic particles and by encapsulating mammalian cells in
freestanding membranes.
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where H∞ is the thickness at equilibrium swelling in the polymer
solution and D0 is a diffusivity coefficient depending on the
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Hydrogel films used as membranes or coatings are essential components of devices interfaced with biological systems. Their design is
greatly challenged by the need to find mild synthesis and processing
conditions that preserve their biocompatibility and the integrity of
encapsulated compounds. Here, we report an approach to produce
hydrogel films spontaneously in aqueous polymer solutions. This
method uses the solvent depletion created at the surface of swelling
polymer substrates to induce the gelation of a thin layer of polymer
solution. Using a biocompatible polymer that self-assembles at high
concentration [poly(vinyl alcohol)], hydrogel films were produced
within minutes to hours with thicknesses ranging from tens to
hundreds of micrometers. A simple model and numerical simulations
of mass transport during swelling capture the experiments and
predict how film growth depends on the solution composition,
substrate geometry, and swelling properties. The versatility of
the approach was verified with a variety of swelling substrates
and hydrogel-forming solutions. We also demonstrate the potential of this technique by incorporating other solutes such as
inorganic particles to fabricate ceramic-hydrogel coatings for
bone anchoring and cells to fabricate cell-laden membranes for
cell culture or tissue engineering.
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Fig. 1. Formation of hydrogel films by swelling-induced gelation. (A) Schematic
representation of the solvent depletion created near the surface of a
swelling polymer network. Upon immersion in a polymer solution, the dry
network (dark green) swells. Free polymer chains (red) are pushed away
from the volume spanned by the swelling network (light green) and accumulate near its surface. This creates a local excess in polymer concentration
in the solution, which is redistributed by thermal diffusion. (B) Illustration of
the design strategy using swelling of a hydrophilic polymer substrate to
induce the formation of hydrogel films.

As swelling proceeds, the cross-linking density increases until the
gel point is reached and a hydrogel film is formed at the surface
of the substrate (iv).
Aqueous solutions of associative polymers forming thermoreversible gels are good candidates to fabricate hydrogel films by
the proposed method. In particular, we concentrate on poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA), which undergoes a sol–gel transition in water at
20 °C for concentrations between 20 and 40 wt% (13, 14). This
gelation results from the physical cross-linking of PVA chains
that associate through hydrogen bonds and form crystallites
(14). For high-enough cross-linking densities, the so-formed
PVA hydrogels remain stable below the melting temperature
of PVA crystallites, which can reach 80–90 °C. Practically,
physical PVA hydrogels show a good biocompatibility, which
makes them of high interest to the biomedical field. They have
been widely studied as a constitutive material for biomembranes
(15, 16), cell encapsulation (17, 18), or soft-tissue reconstruction
(4, 19). In that respect, several methods have been developed to
induce the gelation of PVA, using solvent evaporation (20),
thermal treatments by freezing–thawing (19), coagulation in
poor solvent (15), or salting out (21).

Characterization of Hydrogel Film Growth as a Function of Substrate
Swelling. The relationship between substrate swelling and hydrogel

film formation was investigated in other experiments, as illustrated
in Fig. 3A. Spherical substrates were immersed in aqueous solutions
and were observed from the top to monitor both substrate
swelling and hydrogel film formation. Spheres of poly(acrylic
acid)–poly(acrylamide) (PAAc–PAAm) hydrogels containing a
green dye were used as the swelling substrates (Fig. 3B). These dry
spheres had a radius of 1.20 ± 0.05 mm. During swelling in pure
water, a sharp line at the sphere equator indicated the substrate–
water interface, as shown in Fig. 3C for 1-h immersion. Equilibrium
swelling was reached in 400 min with a radius of 13.0 ± 0.1 mm.
The growth of PVA hydrogel films induced by swelling was
observed when the dry spheres were immersed in PVA solutions.
In those cases, a second larger circle appeared concentric with
the substrate equator, as shown in Fig. 3 D and F for 10 wt%
PVA solutions (Fig. S2 for other concentrations). This line
corresponds to the interface between the solution and a PVA
hydrogel film, as seen when detaching the film under the microscope (Fig. S3 and Movie S2). The film thickness was measured from the radius difference between the two circles (Fig.
S4). Control experiments confirmed that film formation was induced by swelling. For that, PAAc–PAAm spheres were swollen
to equilibrium in pure water before immersion in a 10 wt% PVA
solution. As expected, osmotic deswelling was observed after
immersion in the PVA solution (24) but no hydrogel film was
noticed, as shown in Fig. 3E for 1-h immersion.
Fig. 4A shows the increase in radius of PAAc–PAAm spheres
as a function of immersion time in solutions with PVA concentrations ranging from 0 to 15 wt%. Swelling decreased with increasing PVA concentration because of the osmotic pressure
created by free PVA chains. For all of the studied concentrations,
the curves were well fitted by Eq. 1. The diffusivity, D0, obtained
from these fits is plotted in Fig. 4B. It drops sharply as the
PVA concentration increases above the overlap concentration
(C* = 2.6 wt%) (25). This transition suggests that, in the semidilute
regime, the slow relaxation of overlapping PVA chains is the limiting process that dictates the kinetics of substrate swelling.
Fig. 4C shows the thickness of hydrogel films formed at the
surface of the spheres as a function of immersion time. These
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Formation of Hydrogel Films Induced by Swelling. The formation of
PVA hydrogel films induced by the swelling of a polymer substrate was demonstrated with a simple experiment described in
Fig. 2A and Movie S1. Substrates consisted of 3-mm-thick films
of covalently cross-linked poly(acrylamide) (PAAm). In water,
they normally swell and reach equilibrium within 90 h to form
6-mm-thick hydrogel films. In this experiment, dry PAAm films
were immersed in a 15 wt% PVA aqueous solution for 3 h and
were then vigorously rinsed in water for 15 min. Films of PVA
hydrogel could be peeled off from the substrates immediately
after rinsing (Fig. 2B). These films remained insoluble in water at
20 °C for over a week (Fig. 2C) but dissolved in less than 1 h at
90 °C (Fig. 2D). This confirms that physical PVA hydrogels were
formed, for which cross-linking crystallites melt in water above
85 °C (22, 23). Accordingly, the formation of PVA crystallites in
these films was verified by X-ray scattering, which revealed the
main Bragg peak of PVA crystals (Fig. S1).
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Fig. 2. Formation of PVA hydrogel films on swelling PAAm substrates.
(A) Schematic representation of the experimental protocol: (i) a dry PAAm
substrate is immersed in a PVA aqueous solution; (ii) the PAAm substrate
swells inducing the formation of a PVA hydrogel film (dark red); (iii) the
sample is collected and rinsed in water; (iv) the PVA hydrogel film can be
peeled off from the swollen PAAm substrate. (B) Peeling of a PVA hydrogel
film after 3-h immersion in a 15 wt% PVA aqueous solution. (C and D) Stability in water of the same films as in B: right after fabrication (C and D, Left)
and after storage at 20 °C for 1 wk (C, Right) or after storage at 90 °C for 1 h
(D, Right). (Scale bar: 1 cm.)
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other words, the swelling surface advances much faster than the
spreading of concentration fluctuations in the solution. Mass
conservation implies that the amount of PVA pushed away
during swelling is equal to the excess in PVA in the hydrogel
film. This writes simply as follows:

1 mm
0 min

30 min

Φ0 Vs = ðΦc − Φ0 ÞVf ,

120 min

5 mm

250 µm

where Vs is the volume spanned by the substrate during swelling
and Vf is the volume of the film. Combination with Eq. 1 gives
the expression for the hydrogel film thickness as a function of
immersion time, for 1D swelling of a flat substrate with initial
thickness H0:


results depend strongly on the solution concentration. In the
dilute regime (1 wt%), no film was observed. Close to the
overlap concentration (2.5 wt%), the formation of a 40-μm-thick
film was noticed after 10 min, which may correspond to an incubation time or to the detection limit of our technique. In the
semidilute regime (≥5 wt%), a film was detected within the first
100 s. For a given immersion time, higher PVA concentrations
produced thicker films. In all cases, the thickness growth obeys a
power law close to t1/2, as shown in Fig. 4D.
Mechanisms and Modeling of Swelling-Induced Gelation. A microscopic picture explains the mechanisms of film growth. At the
beginning of immersion in a PVA solution, the gelation of a PVA
layer is induced by swelling as depicted in Fig. 1B: (i and ii) the
PVA concentration increases near the surface of the swelling
substrate; (iii) PVA chains cross-link by crystallization in this
concentrated layer; (iv) above a critical gelation concentration
Φc, a hydrogel film is formed. At this stage, a new regime is
expected. Extraction of water from the newly formed hydrogel
film into the substrate becomes difficult because it implies an
elastic deformation of the cross-linked PVA network. Instead, it
becomes more favorable for water to flow from the solution
through the hydrogel film and into the substrate, as already described for gel membrane permeation (26). As a result, the solvent depletion process is displaced at the interface between the
hydrogel film and the solution. The film builds up continuously
through this process until substrate swelling no longer generates
a concentration exceeding the gelation concentration.
A simple model based on this picture captures quantitatively
the kinetics of film growth. Let us consider that, after an immersion time t, a PVA hydrogel layer of thickness a is formed, as
illustrated in Fig. 5A. The solution is in large excess and the PVA
concentration far from the substrate remains constant, equal to
Φ0. We assume that the hydrogel layer is homogeneous with a
constant PVA concentration equal to Φc and that the PVA
concentration decreases sharply from Φc to Φ0 in a negligible
transition layer near the hydrogel surface. This latter assumption
is supported by the measured values of substrate diffusivity D0,
which are much larger than the values reported for the diffusivity
of PVA in semidilute aqueous solutions, Ds < 10−8 cm2/s (27). In
Moreau et al.

aðtÞ =

Φ0
Φc − Φ0




H∞ − H0
ðD0 tÞ1=2 ,
H0

[3]

and for swelling of a spherical substrate with initial radius R0 (see
calculation details in SI Materials and Methods):
82
31=3
!3
<
Φc
R∞ − R0
Φ0 5
1=2
4
1+
ðD0 tÞ
−
aðtÞ = R0
: Φc − Φ0
Φc − Φ0
R0 2
!9
=
R∞ − R0
1=2
− 1+
ðD
tÞ
,
0
;
R0 2
[4]
where H∞ and R∞ are the thickness and the radius of the substrate at equilibrium swelling in the PVA solution, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Observation of hydrogel film growth. (A) Schematic representation of
the experimental setup enabling the simultaneous observation of the size of
the substrate (light green) and of the thickness of the hydrogel film (dark red).
(B) Spherical PAAc–PAAm substrates: dry (Left) and swollen to equilibrium in
water (Right). (C–E) Pictures of the equatorial region of PAAc–PAAm spheres
after 1-h immersion in different conditions: the sphere is immersed dry in water
(C); the sphere is immersed dry in a 10 wt% PVA solution, which reveals the
formation of a PVA hydrogel film (D); the sphere is first swollen to equilibrium
in pure water and then immersed in a 10 wt% PVA solution (E). (F) Time series
of a PAAc–PAAm sphere swelling in a 10 wt% PVA solution: substrate swelling
(Top) and close-up showing film growth at the sphere surface (Bottom).

[2]
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Fig. 4. Relationship between substrate swelling and hydrogel film growth.
(A) Increase in the radius of PAAc–PAAm spheres as a function of immersion
time in aqueous solutions with different PVA concentrations: 0 wt% (○),
1 wt% (▸), 2.5 wt% (◆), 5 wt% (▼), 7.5 wt% (■), 10 wt% (▲), and 15 wt%
(●). Full lines show best fits by Eq. 1 for the first hour of swelling. (B) Substrate diffusivity measured from fits as a function of PVA concentration. The
overlap concentration C* indicates the transition from dilute to semidilute
PVA solutions. (C) Thickness of PVA hydrogel films as a function of immersion time for the same experiments as in A. Full lines show model predictions
with Eq. 4 for a spherical substrate (Φc = 0.35 wt%). Dashed lines show the
results of numerical simulations. (D) Same as C in log-log scale. In all graphs,
error bars represent the maximum SD in a time series. They are not shown
when smaller than the symbols.
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sake of simplicity, an upper bound value was taken as Ds =
2.10−8 cm2·s−1 (27). The critical gelation concentration was taken as
Φc = 0.35. Calculated concentration profiles during swelling are
shown in Fig. 5B for Φ0 = 1 vol% and 10 vol%. For both concentrations, it is found that swelling induces a strong local increase in
PVA concentration in a thin layer close to the substrate surface. The
critical concentration Φc was reached very rapidly within 1 μm of the
substrate surface, after less than 1 and 0.1 s s for 1 vol% and 10 vol%
solutions, respectively. For concentrations greater than 2.5 vol%, the
predicted growth in hydrogel film thickness is in good agreement with
the experiment (dashed lines in Fig. 4C) and is very similar to the
results of the simple analytical model. For Φ0 = 1 vol%, simulations
suggest that PVA hydrogel films still formed but were too thin to be
detected with our setup.
Fig. 5. Modeling of swelling-induced gelation. (A) Schematic representations of the analytical model predicting hydrogel film growth for 1D swelling (Top) and for swelling of a spherical substrate (Bottom). (B) Calculated
concentration profiles as a function of the distance from the substrate surface at different times during swelling for two initial polymer concentrations: 1 vol% (Right) and 10 vol% (Left).

The prediction of Eq. 4 is applied to fit the experimental data
with Φc as the only adjustable parameter and using the experimental values for D0 given in Fig. 4B. For concentrations greater
than 5 wt%, an excellent agreement between model and experiment is obtained with Φc = 0.35 (full lines in Fig. 4 C and D).
This is consistent with the value of 30 ± 10 wt% reported for the
gelation concentration of PVA in water at 20 °C (13, 28). These
results demonstrate that film growth can be tailored by adjusting
the properties of the solution (Φ0, Φc) and substrate (R0) as well
as the swelling parameters (R∞, D0), all of which are well characterized by standard techniques.
A more microscopic insight is given by numerical simulations.
For that, we adapted a model of mass transport near an interface, where diffusion and convection are decoupled (29). The
model was implemented for a spherical substrate swelling in a
polymer solution. Substrate swelling and polymer diffusion in the
solution are characterized by constant diffusivities D0 and Ds,
respectively. A discrete profile Φ(X,t) describes the polymer
concentration in the solution at time t between a distance X and
X + ΔX from the substrate surface. The origin (X = 0) is attached
to the moving substrate surface. We define a as the thickness of
the hydrogel film formed at the surface of the substrate. Simulations
started from a solution with uniform polymer concentration Φ0 and
with no hydrogel film at the surface of the substrate (a = 0).
Between each time step t and t + Δt, the increase in substrate
radius ΔR due to swelling was calculated from Eq. 1 and the
origin (X = 0) was translated by ΔR. The accumulation of free
polymer chains in solution near the surface of the substrate was
simulated by injecting at X = 0 (or X = a if a hydrogel film is
formed) the polymer chains that were pushed away during swelling. The concentration profile was then equilibrated by taking into
account the coordinates moving with the substrate surface and by
applying Fick’s law in the solution. The formation (respectively,
growth) of a hydrogel film was simulated by following the solution
concentration at the substrate (respectively, hydrogel film) surface: Φ(X = a,t). Whenever Φ(X = a,t) ≥ Φc, the solution near the
swelling surface was considered to be gelled in a layer of thickness
ΔX. In that case, the volume of the hydrogel film was increased by
adding the gelled layer to it and the value of a was updated. A
more detailed description of the calculations is given in SI Materials and Methods.
Simulations were performed with the same values for R0, R∞,
and D0 as those measured experimentally with PAAc–PAAm
spheres swelling in PVA solutions. The collective diffusivity of
PVA in water decreases strongly with concentration. For the
13298 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1609603113

Application Potential of Hydrogel Film Fabrication by Swelling-Induced
Gelation. The versatility of the method was demonstrated by pro-

ducing PVA hydrogel films with a variety of swelling polymer
substrates: neutral chemical gels of PAAm, polyelectrolyte gels of
PAAc–PAAm, as well as dry un–cross-linked films of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) (Fig. S5). For the latter, the substrate swells
and eventually dissolves, which enables the formation of freestanding membranes of PVA hydrogel. To verify the generality of
the approach, hydrogel films were also produced from aqueous
solutions of poly(oxyethylene)-block-poly(oxypropylene)-blockpoly(oxyethylene) (Pluronic F127), which form colloidal hydrogels
above 15–20 wt% at 20 °C in water (Fig. S6A). Unlike with PVA,
the so-obtained hydrogel films are not stable and eventually
dissolve if they stay in solution. Alternatively, we verified that
no hydrogel film is obtained if the polymer substrate swells in a
polymer solution that does not exhibit a sol–gel transition like
for PEG and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) solutions (Fig. S6 C
and D).
One major practical interest of this approach lies in the possibility to incorporate other solutes to make functional coatings
or films. For instance, the incorporation of osteoconductive
hydroxyapatite particles into PVA hydrogel films has been
shown to enhance cell adhesion to PVA hydrogels and stimulate
osteoblast proliferation (30, 31). As an illustration, coatings of
hydroxyapatite particles were produced by swelling-induced
gelation on the same spherical PAAc–PAAm substrates as the
ones studied above. The dry spheres were immersed in 10 wt%
PVA aqueous solutions containing suspensions of nanoparticles
or microparticles of hydroxyapatite. After 30–60 min of immersion and rinsing in water, the spheres were homogeneously
coated with a white film (Fig. 6 A and B). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) shows that both coatings consist of nanoparticles or microparticles embedded in a PVA matrix (Fig. 6 D
and E). Conversely, no coating was formed if the substrate was
swollen to equilibrium in water before immersion in the PVA–
hydroxyapatite solutions (Fig. 6C).
The potential for cell encapsulation was demonstrated in another experiment adjusted to cell culture (Fig. S7 and SI Materials and Methods). Mouse fibroblasts (NIH 3T3 cell line) were
dispersed in growth medium containing 10% (vol/vol) FBS and
12 wt% PVA. The solution was poured in wells containing dry
un–cross-linked PEG substrates, which swelled and dissolved to
produce freestanding PVA hydrogel films (Fig. S8). Such soluble
substrates were selected to reduce the number of direct manipulations and ensure aseptic conditions during membrane rinsing,
collection, and incubation. After 3-h incubation at 37 °C, these
films were rinsed and incubated in growth medium (Fig. 6F).
Due to sticking to the walls of the glass wells during swelling,
they exhibited a gradient in thickness from 2 mm at the edges to
0.5 mm in the center (Fig. 6G). Epifluorescence observations
show that cells were efficiently encapsulated in the PVA films
(see Fig. S9 for positive and negative controls). Cells located too
close to the interface with the PEG substrate did not survive,
Moreau et al.
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for biomedical and biological applications. The possibility to coat
hydrogels with complex shapes and to incorporate bioactive
compounds is a strong asset to tailor the biointegration of implants. The numerous advances in the design of autoassociative
polymers (36), especially PVA modification (21, 37–40), and of
nanocomposite hydrogels (41) are a boon to expand the range of
attainable properties. With the possibilities to encapsulate cells
and to produce freestanding membranes, one may also envision
cost-effective and easy-to-implement methods for tissue engineering and 3D cell culture.
Materials and Methods
Materials. The chemicals used in this work were used as purchased without
further purification. PVA aqueous solutions were fabricated from high–
molecular-weight (89,000–98,000 g·mol−1) and 99% hydrolyzed PVA (SigmaAldrich; 341584). The PAAm networks used as flat substrates were made
from a 40 wt% aqueous solution of acrylamide (AAm) as the monomer, N,N′
-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm) as the cross-linker with a ratio AAm/
MBAAm of 37.5:1 (Sigma-Aldrich; A7168). Ammonium persulfate (APS) was
used as the thermal initiator (Amresco; 0486) and N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) as the cross-linking accelerator (Sigma-Aldrich; T9281).
Spherical substrates were made from commercially available PAAc–PAAm
beads (Casa; Perles d’Eau). They were purchased in a swollen state composed
of distilled water (99 wt%), sodium salt (0.2 wt%), and a network of acrylic
acid (0.6 wt%) and acrylamide (0.2 wt%). Aqueous polymer solutions (10 wt%)
were prepared from PEG (Mn = 3,400 g·mol−1; Sigma-Aldrich), PVP (Mn =
40,000 g·mol−1; Sigma-Aldrich), and Pluronic F127 (Mn = 12,600 g·mol−1;
Sigma-Aldrich). For more details on the materials, please see SI Materials
and Methods.
Preparation of PVA Solutions. The PVA aqueous solutions were fabricated by
dissolving PVA powder under mechanical stirring in ultrapure water using a
silicon oil bath heated to 110 °C for 60 min. The weight of the solutions was
measured before and after dissolution, and water was added to correct from
evaporation. After stirring, the solutions were covered and let cool down
and degas. Six solutions were prepared with theoretical PVA concentration
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probably because of hypertonic conditions created during swelling
(Fig. 6H). On the contrary, cells encapsulated further than 1.0 ±
0.5 mm from the PEG substrate remained alive with a viability
of 70 ± 20% after 24 and 48 h (Fig. 6 I and J). 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)
staining revealed clusters of living cells and indicated the extent of the viability zone (Fig. 6G).
This experiment shows that there exists a range of conditions
for which cells (fibroblasts) can be viably encapsulated by
swelling-induced gelation. Depending on the cell type, sensitivity
to hypertonic conditions and thus viability are expected to vary
(32–34). The proposed approach offers many levers to modulate
the microenvironment of encapsulated cells and therefore to
control their viability and activity (35). For instance, the local
gradient in osmotic pressure undergone during swelling can be
reduced by changing the initial and equilibrium swelling ratios of
the substrate as well as the PVA concentration; the cross-linking
density and porosity of the PVA hydrogel might be adjusted by
varying the PVA molecular weight or by mixing with other watersoluble polymers. More generally, incorporating bioactive additives
in the PVA solution is another straightforward route to enhance the
affinity of the encapsulated cells with the hydrogel matrix.
In conclusion, these results demonstrate that swelling of a
hydrophilic polymer substrate in a polymer solution is a soft,
autonomous, and finely tunable process to induce the growth of
hydrogel films. Both experiments and simulations show that,
even for rather dilute solutions (∼1 wt%), high polymer concentrations are produced near the swelling surface. New synthesis or analytical methods based on such phenomenon could
provide interesting low-energy alternative for polymer concentration and extraction, for example, without energy-intensive
centrifugation steps. Furthermore, this autonomous mechanism
opens fabrication routes, which may prove particularly valuable

MEDICAL SCIENCES

Fig. 6. Fabrication of composite ceramic-hydrogel coatings and cell encapsulation. (A–E) Fabrication of composite hydroxyapatite–PVA hydrogel coatings.
(A and B) Coating by immersion of dry PAAc–PAAm spheres in 10 wt% PVA solutions containing dispersions of hydroxyapatite nanoparticles (5 wt%) (A) or
microparticles (20 wt%) (B, Top) Pictures of spheres after immersion (30 min for nanoparticles, 60 min for microparticles) and rinsing in water (15 min).
(Bottom) Cross-section images by optical microscopy. (C) Same observations as B showing the absence of coating when the PAAc–PAAm sphere is swollen to
equilibrium in pure water before immersion in the PVA solution with hydroxyapatite microparticles. (D and E) Low-vacuum SEM observations of the surface
of the spheres coated with nanoparticles (D) and with microparticles (E). (F–J) Encapsulation of mouse fibroblasts NIH 3T3 in PVA hydrogel films using swelling
of dry PEG films. (F) Cell-laden PVA hydrogel film obtained after the encapsulation protocol. (G) Cross-section of the PVA hydrogel film showing the gradient
in film thickness. The picture is constructed by juxtaposing several images. The bottom surface was in contact with the PEG substrate, and the top surface with
the cell suspension. Dotted line delimitates the upper region where clusters of living cells are revealed by MTT staining. (H–J) Confocal microscopy observations near the top surface of the hydrogel films for different film thicknesses: less than 1-mm thickness after 24 h (H); more than 1-mm thickness after 24 h
(I) and 48 h (J). Green staining by calcein reveals the cytoplasm of living cells. Red staining by ethidium reveals the nucleus of dead cells.

of 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15 wt%. Actual concentrations measured a posteriori
by water evaporation were 1.0, 2.6, 5.3, 7.6, 10.6, and 14.7 wt%, respectively. These latter values were used for fitting by the model.
Fabrication of Swelling Substrates. The flat PAAm substrates were prepared
from a 12 vol% aqueous solution of AAm–MBAAm obtained by dilution of
the commercial 40 wt% solution in ultrapure water. Synthesis was done by
mixing this solution with of a 10 wt% aqueous solution of APS at 2 vol% and
TEMED at 0.2 vol%. The whole solution was stirred by magnetic stirrer and
poured in a glass mold of 100 × 130 × 5 mm3. The mold was kept at 20 °C for
2 h to obtain cross-linking. The obtained PAAm gel film was cut into 2 ×
4 cm2 rectangular pieces and dried at 20 °C in air under extractor hood for
24 h. The spherical PAAc–PAAm substrates were obtained from swollen
PAAc–PAAm beads that were dried under extractor hood for 24 h.
Stability of Hydrogel Films. PVA hydrogel films were fabricated by immersing
dry 3-mm-thick rectangular PAAm substrates in a 15 wt% PVA aqueous
solution for 3 h. After immersion, the swollen substrates were removed from
the PVA solution and were vigorously washed in a large excess of ultrapure
water for 15 min. Hydrogel films were then peeled off from the substrate
surface, attached to fishhooks, and stored in glass tubes filled with ultrapure
water. Pictures of the films were taken with a camera (D300s; Nikon) right
after fabrication, after 1-h and 1-wk storage at 20 °C or after 1-h storage in
an oil bath at 90 °C.

macroscope (M420 Wild-Leitz; Leica). Spherical PAAc–PAAm substrates were
placed in Petri dishes filled with ultrapure water or PVA aqueous solutions with
different concentrations. The Petri dishes were placed on a X–Y translation stage.
Two lighting methods were used separately to distinguish the hydrogel film and
the substrate surface boundaries (Fig. S4). In-lens lighting was used to reveal the
surfaces of the hydrogel film. Lighting in the plane of the image revealed the
boundary of the substrate surface only. The formation and growth of hydrogel
films was recorded during 24 h with a first measurement after 2 min of immersion. At each time point, images were recorded with the two types of
lighting. Film thickness was estimated by subtracting the radius of the PAAc–
PAAm sphere (Fig. S4B) to the radius of the film around the PAAc–PAAm sphere
(Fig. S4A). Measurements were repeated on two to five beads for each time
point. Data points in Fig. 4 are represented as the mean with SD as the error bar.
For more details about the methods, in particular, X-ray scattering, fabrication of ceramic coatings, and cell encapsulation, please see SI Materials
and Methods.

Measurement of Hydrogel Film Growth. The formation and growth of hydrogel
films at the surface of swelling spherical substrates was observed with a
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